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USER GUIDE

How to use Product length adjustment

3M Carbon Fiber Selfie Stick
Please read this statement carefully and by using this product you will be deemed to have acknowledged and accepted it in full. Please check 
the product carefully before each use and do not use it if damaged or deformed. By using this product, you acknowledge and agree that you are 
fully responsible for your actions and the possible consequences of using this product.You undertake to use this product only for legitimate and 
lawful purposes. You understand and agree that Telesin Digital Co.,Ltd ("Telesin") shall not be liable for any misuse, adverse effects, damages, 
injuries, penalties or other legal consequences arising directly or indirectly from the use of this product. The user should follow the precautions 
including but not limited to those mentioned herein. To the extent Telesin reserves the right to interpret and modify this commitment within the 
limits of national laws and regulations.
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Hold the top of the selfie stick and stretch it upwards

2 When closing, please loosen pole first and then shrink downward

When close the selfie pole, please twist the pole clockwise and close it 
section by section.Do not use too much strength to avoid pinching your hands. 

8-segment retractableExplore moreshooting perspectives
Full length 44cm to 300cm, each section canbe freely locked 
between, different height, different beauty.



Rotating locking design

Tripod in one piece
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Lock the selfie bar as shown below after stretching( 440mm - 
3000mm ), when storing then turn in theopposite direction to 
unlock, please do not hit backdirectly to avoid cracking the bar.

Turn counterclockwise
to unlock

Turn clockwise
to lock

1/4 threaded port on the bottomof the selfie stick for attaching a 
tripod base

Precautions
1. Do not close directly when closing the shaft, to rotate to withdraw, 
beware of pinching hands.
2. Do not shake the telescopic pole to prevent the telescopic pole from 
extending twice.
3. The surface of the selfie stick is wrapped with a scratch-resistant 
webbing, and the material is made of carbon fiber
4. Do not use in thunderstorms.
5. Do not touch the power supply.
6. After entering the sea or having dust in, pleaserinse it with water and 
dry it.


